Click On The header Above For Fishing Gear!

Relaxing Fishing Is Very Rewarding!
Below There Is Some Great Fishing Sites And Products!

Article 1: Fishing Tips for Beginners
There are many kinds of fishing equipments in stores, numerous fishing methods in books, and fishing
advices online. To make it all simple, here are the basic things you need to know for your first time
fishing adventure.
1) How to fish with bait
* Tackle. To plunk the bait, you should purchase lead weights. The weight of the lead would vary
depending on the current of the environment. Anglers commonly use and recommend bank sinkers with
a number-two hook.
To avoid sinkers to slide, you would need a swivel to act as a stop. To protect the knot, you could use
plastic beads between the swivel and weight. Using two appropriate swivels could allow you to rig the
sliding sinkers.
* Bait. The commonly used bait for all kinds of fishes is worms. Another popular bait is chicken liver.
Remember to buy fresh bait and keep them cold to avoid them from getting soft and allowing the bait
to stay within your hooks.
Some of the commonly used baits are cut-baits which include skin from fried chicken, fish entrails,
grasshoppers, salmon eggs, shrimps and crayfish tails.
2) How to fish – There are three basic methods for fishing.
* Plunking – It is the most common method used. Use a suitable amount of weight for you to be able to
take hold of the bait in a position which is against any current. An option in plunking is to use minimal
weight for the bait to move along with the water current.
* Back bouncing – It is done by lifting the bait out the bottom and raising the tip of the rod for one to
two feet. Allowing the bait to walk with the current, you should free the back reel or spool. Repeat the
steps when the lure settles down on the bottom. Back bouncing is effective in deeper water like fishing
in a boat.
* Drift-fishing – It is a simple method wherein you cast upstream or downstream. This may vary

depending on the current's amount. You should count the appropriate depth and start reeling.
3) How to fish from a boat – It is important to determine in which location you would perform your
fishing. Deeper water needs heavier jig heads compared when fishing on shore.
* With heavy weight which keeps your bait near the bottom of the water and the line straight down
from your boat, you are able to drift the boat along with any current. A good technique of fishing on
boats is trolling slowly with a fishing device called bottom-walker.
Fishing is easy as long as you’re enjoying the trip. Bring some of your family and friends along and
make your first time fishing a memorable one.

Saltwater Fishing Offer - High Conversion - Trout Support
Online Access To Speckled Trout And Redfish (red Drum) Fishing Videos. If You Have
An Outdoors, Fishing Or Hunting List This Offer Will Do Well!
Check Em Out Here!

Making Lures
Have you ever wanted to learn how to make your own top water wooden fishing lures
and did not know where to start? Have you ever wanted to learn how to build lures using
thru-wire construction, saltwater metal lipped swimmers?
Check Me Out Here!

Article 2: The Recreational Value of Fishing
Many people consider that fish are only a medium of survival, or to some extent a food supply; yet
there is another angle that is little known. The manufacturing industry utilizes more than two billion
pounds of fish and fish by-products every year. This is slightly more than is used for food.
What most people do not know is that fishing continues to provide recreational activity of making it
one of the most preferred hobbies.
In fact, fishing as a hobby is continuously growing and that is why the estimated number of people who
acquire fishing licenses each year is more than 12 million.
Moreover, surveys show that for every dollar spent for a fishing license, there are sixteen dollars spent
for equipment, such as fishing tackle, food, clothing, and transportation. There is more money spent on
fishing than on any other hobby in existence.
Why is it a Great Hobby?
It is a means of providing something to free the mind and body of the worries of the day. It has also
been proven to help in mentoring troubled teens, replacing negative thoughts and activity with more
positive traits and pursuits. Fishing is truly a wholesome sport.
The use of all types of fishing equipment has added something that no other feature could possibly
accomplish. Thousands of youngsters are enthusiastic to learn how to cast a fly or plug bait.
These youngsters have an interest in fish and fishing and they desire to fish in a lawful and recreational
manner.
Boiled down, fish and fishing may be considered one of man’s essential resources. It is hoped that
further realization of fishing as a hobby will develop the necessary knowledge of the true recreational
value of fishing, the fish, and the general conservation of all natural resources as well as the value of
good sportsmanship and developing good citizens.

Downloadable Crappie Fishing Course For Crappie
Fishermen Of All Experience Levels.
Download Here!

Pro-bass Fishing Training Manual
Complete Bass Fishing System Covering Every Aspect Of This Exciting Sport. Six Hot
Bonuses Include How To Go Pro, Getting Sponsorship, Tournament Fishing And Much
More.
Get It Here!
Carp Fishing Secrets.
The Carp Anglers Bible! Over 270 Pages Of Carp Fishing Advice From The Home Of
Carp Fishing. Get It Here!

Making Lures
Have you ever wanted to learn how to make your own top water wooden fishing lures
and did not know where to start? Have you ever wanted to learn how to build lures using
thru-wire construction, saltwater metal lipped swimmers?
Check Me Out Here!

My Fishing, Hunting, & Golfing Books On LuLu!
Win More Bass Torunaments Ebook On Amazon Now!
All My Books On Amazon Now!
Muddy Pros Tackle

How To Get Your Free Branded Copy Of This Ebook!
Add your text link on well over 100 websites index pages for the life of the sites!
Get your free branded copy of this ebook with your ClickBank id and website link!
The key to this is get your branded copy and make it go VIRAL!
Go to The Viral

Monsters and grab your branded copy Now!
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